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NeurotechniqueAll-Optical Histology Using
Ultrashort Laser Pulses

omy, which form the core of our ability to map cellular
phenotypes, are still typically very slow. The extension of
tissue histology to high throughput applications requires
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the type of standardization and automation that hasQing Xiong,4 Roger Y. Tsien,3,4,5,6

driven similar efforts in proteomics and molecular biol-Jeffrey A. Squier,10 and David Kleinfeld1,6,7,*
ogy. In this respect, a key limitation in the standard1Department of Physics
practice of light microscope-based histology is the need2 Department of Neurosciences
to manually obtain and transfer sections of tissue onto3 Department of Pharmacology
glass slides that are then processed in order to visualize4 Howard Hughes Medical Institute
structural and molecular components. An intriguing al-5 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
ternative to this section-based histology are methods6 Graduate Program in Neurosciences
where the sectioned face of the tissue block is directly7 Center for Theoretical Biological Physics
imaged (Rauschning, 1986; Toga et al., 1994). StudiesUniversity of California, San Diego
with this block-based histology, where the sectioningLa Jolla, California 92093
and imaging occurred iteratively, enabled the construc-8 Science Applications International Corporation
tion of atlases of the human brain (Toga et al., 1997).Arlington, Virginia 22203
Furthermore, this methodology eliminates the need to9 Science Applications International Corporation
register individual sections as well as correct for warp-McLean, Virginia 22102
age. However, since these block-based methods require10 Department of Physics
the use of frozen tissue, only a limited number of struc-Colorado School of Mines
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Recent work in the field of ultrashort pulsed lasers
supports the potential use of lasers to section or remove
layers of tissue and thereby form a core method for anSummary
all-optical histology that could lend itself to automation.
In particular, ultrashort laser pulses with high values ofAs a means to automate the three-dimensional histo-
fluence, i.e., energies per unit area greater than 1 J/cm2

logical analysis of brain tissue, we demonstrate the
as achieved by optical amplification or extremely tightuse of femtosecond laser pulses to iteratively cut and
focusing, have been used for the ablation of dielecticsimage fixed as well as fresh tissue. Cuts are accom-
(Du et al., 1994; Lenzner et al., 1998; Stuart et al., 1995,plished with 1 to 10 �J pulses to ablate tissue with
1996) and metals (Momma et al., 1996; Shirk and Molian,micron precision. We show that the permeability, im-
1998) as well as biological tissues, including bone, den-munoreactivity, and optical clarity of the tissue is re-
tine, and enamel (Neev et al., 1996); cornea (Loesel ettained after pulsed laser cutting. Further, samples
al., 1996; Oraevsky et al., 1996; Juhasz et al., 1999;from transgenic mice that express fluorescent pro-
Lubatschowski et al., 2000; Maatz et al., 2000); epitheliateins retained their fluorescence to within microns of
(Frederickson et al., 1993); and brain (Loesel et al., 1998;the cut surface. Imaging of exogenous or endogenous
Suhm et al., 1996; Goetz et al., 1999). The use of ultra-fluorescent labels down to 100 �m or more below the
short laser pulses for poration at the level of single cellscut surface is accomplished with 0.1 to 1 nJ pulses
has recently been demonstrated (Tirlapur and Konig,and conventional two-photon laser scanning micros-
2002). This and other considerations suggest the use ofcopy. In one example, labeled projection neurons
ultrashort laser pulses as a tool for the precise removal

within the full extent of a neocortical column were
of brain tissue.

visualized with micron resolution. In a second exam- The potential to use ultrashort amplified laser pulses
ple, the microvasculature within a block of neocortex as a histological tool is buttressed by the use of similar
was measured and reconstructed with micron reso- but nonamplified pulses of laser light in the maturing
lution. imaging technology of two-photon laser scanning mi-

croscopy (TPLSM) (Denk et al., 1990; Denk and Svo-
Introduction boda, 1997). TPLSM offers a powerful tool to accelerate

the acquisition of histological data because it provides
The advent of new probes for brain molecular structure the capacity to image fluorescent molecules to depths
has catalyzed insights into both the normal and patho- of hundreds of microns from the surface of the brain
logical functions of the nervous system. Further ad- (Kleinfeld et al., 1998; Oheim et al., 2001), which reduces
vances are anticipated with the creation of transgenic the number of samples that must be prepared for im-
mice in which the expression of individual gene products aging. The photo-dynamic damage from imaging with
are tagged with an intrinsic optically active label. How- TPLSM is sufficiently low that it has been possible to use
ever, in contrast to the progress in methodologies that this modality for in vivo functional imaging of dendritic
identify novel molecules, the technologies of neuroanat- spines that are tagged with fluorescent probes (Grutz-

endler et al., 2002; Lendvai et al., 2000; Svoboda et al.,
1997; Yuste and Denk, 1995). Thus, the combined use*Correspondence: dk@physics.ucsd.edu
of amplified ultrashort laser pulses to ablate tissue and
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Figure 1. The Iterative Process by which Tis-
sue Is Imaged and Cut in All-Optical Histology

(A) A tissue sample (left column) containing
two fluorescently labeled structures is im-
aged by conventional two-photon laser scan-
ning microscopy to collect optical sections
through the ablated surface. Sections are col-
lected until scattering of the incident light re-
duces the signal-to-noise ratio below a useful
value; typically this occurs at �150 �m in
fixed tissue. Labeled features in the resulting
stack of optical sections are digitally recon-
structed (right column).
(B) The top of the now-imaged region of the
tissue is cut away with amplified ultrashort
laser pulses to expose a new surface for im-
aging. The sample is again imaged down to
a maximal depth, and the new optical sec-
tions are added to the previously stored
stack.
(C) The process of ablation and imaging is
again repeated so that the structures of inter-
est can be fully sectioned and reconstructed.

of unamplified pulses to image tissue could be envi- with ultrashort pulses of infrared laser light to provide
diffraction-limited volumetric data that is used to recon-sioned to permit iterative ablation and imaging of a tis-

sue preparation (Figure 1). struct the architectonics of labeled cells or microvascu-
lature. The surface layers of the tissue are stained, ifA priori, it is unclear if the ablations performed with

amplified ultrashort laser pulses will produce concurrent necessary, and then imaged using TPLSM (Figure 1).
The region of the tissue that has been imaged is subse-secondary damage that would render the faced-off

block of tissue unusable for imaging with TPLSM. For quently removed by laser ablation with amplified ultra-
short laser pulses. The newly exposed surface is thenexample, a loss of image resolution could result from

photo-induced damage to proteins in the tissue adja- restained, if necessary, then imaged, and then ablated.
The sequence repeats serially until the desired volumecent to the ablated surface, sufficiently high levels of

photo-induced autofluorescence in the adjacent tissue, of tissue has been analyzed. This leads to a digitized
block of optical sections from the labeled tissue thator cavitation of the ablated surface to create craters

that extend the full imaging depth of TPLSM. The present reveals features within the block of tissue (Figure 1). The
ability to maintain the physical location of a sample, andstudy addresses these issues and advances the devel-

opment of an all-optical histology. We test if laser abla- the ability to use samples in the unfrozen state, suggests
the utility of this path to automate histological analysis.tion methods preserve optical properties so that TPLSM

may be used for imaging intrinsic and applied fluores- In our realization, the tissue to be processed is posi-
tioned on an automated X-Y translation table that cancent probes, and if these images may be used to recon-

struct three-dimensional architectonics in a region of be moved in a raster pattern across the focus of the
amplified laser beam. To facilitate milling the smoothestthe brain.
possible cuts, we direct the laser typically through a
water immersion objective with a numerical apertureRealization
(NA) in the range from 0.2 to 0.7 NA. Objectives with
a lower NA promote white-light generation, which willThe all-optical histology technique makes use of suc-

cessive iterations of imaging with TPLSM and ablation degrade the fidelity of the laser pulse (Ashcom et al.,
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Figure 2. Schematic of the Mechanical and Optical Aspects of the Amplified Ultrashort Laser Ablation and Subsequent TPLSM Imaging

(A) Cutting is performed with high-energy pulses, i.e., typically 1 to 10 �J, and high numerical aperture objectives, i.e., typically 0.2 to 0.7 NA,
to ablate small volumes, i.e., typically 10 to 100 femtoliter, with relatively high precision. The focus region is in red; this region approximately
corresponds to the ablation volume at the threshold energy for ablation.
(B) Configuration of the tissue and tissue platform for cutting with a high NA objective. The focus of the laser beam is adjusted by changing
the height (axial dimension) of the objective, and the tissue is ablated by smoothly moving the tissue platform in a raster pattern (lateral
dimensions) through the use of computer-controlled stepping motors.
(C) Schematic of major optical components. The laser oscillator is Titanium:Sapphire with a pulse width of �120 fs that is used both as the
source for the two-photon microscope and as a seed for a multipass optical amplifier. The pump lasers are a continuous wave (CW) solid-
state laser for the oscillator and a pulsed solid-state laser for the amplifier. The beam diagnostics include a power meter, spectrometer, and
autocorrelator. Only the major illumination optics for TPLSM, including the scanners, scan lens, tube lens, and objective lens, and the major
detection optics for TPLSM, including the dichroic mirror, collector lens, and photomultiplier tube, are shown. The polarization optics and
polarizing beam splitter cube serve to overlay the paths of the imaging and ablation beams. Lastly, laser timing circuitry for the amplifier as
well as the computer control for the two-photon microscope and associated data acquisition are not shown. See Experimental Procedures
for details.

2002). The choice of the numerical aperture is further tagged with orthogonal polarizations and mixed with
a polarizing beam splitter between the tube lens andbased on considerations that tie the NA of the micro-

scope objective to the ablated volume (see Appendix). objective. The foci of these beams are aligned to coin-
cide. We ablated at a fixed center wavelength (�) of � �The beam is focused at the surface of the tissue or just

deep to the surface (Figure 2A). The tissue is mounted 800 nm while we imaged at wavelengths that selectively
highlighted different features in the tissue.on a goniometer to allow leveling and alignment of the

tissue surface relative to the optical axis that is defined
by the objective. A motorized stage allows movement Results
of the preparation to effect continuous tissue removal
(Figure 2B). For the optimization studies described be- Ablation Parameters

We use a succession of point ablations to remove chan-low, the tissue was typically ablated with a raster scan
pattern to remove thin layers, typically 5 to 20 �m, after nels and planes of brain tissue. There are three parame-

ters that may be optimized for the ablation process. Thewhich the objective was lowered relative to the sample
and an additional layer was ablated. first is the fluence. This is set by the energy per pulse

and the choice of NA for the objective. The second isA single apparatus encompasses the ablation and
TPLSM imaging optics (Figure 2C). Ablation is accom- the rate of scanning. This is set by the speed of the

translation of the tissue and the repetition rate of theplished with amplified laser light that uses an amplifier
of local design and seed pulses that are picked off from optical amplifier, which changes the number of pulses

delivered to a voxel in the tissue. The third is the axialthe imaging beam. The ablation and imaging beams are
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Figure 3. Threshold and Fine-Scale Tissue Cutting and Associated Surface Roughness

(A) Array of ablation craters, in fixed neocortical tissue from rat, as a function of the energy per pulse (vertical axis) and number of laser pulses
(horizontal axis). Ablation was performed with a 10� magnification, 0.2 NA air objective. The distance between craters is 100 �m. The image
is a single section obtained with TPLSM at � � 760 nm to highlight intrinsic fluorescence. The yellow circle highlights the lowest energy at
this NA for clearly observed ablation in a single pulse.
(B) Transverse maximal projection through the ablation volume created by a single pulse at an energy of 0.65 �J. The sections were obtained
as for (A). Note the intrinsic fluorescence that surrounds the ablated dark, inner region.
(C) A line cut in fixed cerebellar tissue from a CFP-transgenic mouse to further demonstrate the precision of the cutting process. The laser
was focused onto the preparation with a 10� magnification, 0.3 NA air objective, and four passes, at a scan rate of 0.1 mm/s, were made to
cut each line. The energy per pulse was 2.0 �J. The optical sections were obtained with TPLSM at � � 850 nm and the image corresponds
to maximal projections through a depth of 3 �m.
(D) Lines cut in fixed neocortical tissue from mouse to demonstrate the reproducability of the cutting process with ultrashort laser pulses.
The laser was focused onto the preparation with a 10� magnification, 0.3 NA air objective, and two passes, at a scan rate of 0.1 mm/s, were
made to cut each line. The energy per pulse was 0.5 �J. The optical sections were obtained with TPLSM at � � 750 nm to highlight intrinsic
fluorescence; the top view corresponds to a maximal projection through a depth of 20 �m at and just below the surface, while the side view
is a maximal projection over a lateral distance of 3 �m.
(E) Detail of the cut surface for fixed cortex from mouse cut with pulsed laser light. The laser was focused onto the cut face with a 20�

magnification, 0.5 NA water objective, and single passes, at scan rates of 2 to 4 mm/s, were made to optically ablate successive planes at
a depth of 10 �m each. The energy per pulse was 7.5 �J. The samples were stained with 5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein and imaged with
TPLSM at � � 800 nm. The root-mean-square variation of the surface across a 100 �m by 100 �m area is indicated in the following panels.
(F) Detail of the cut surface for fixed and frozen neocortex from mouse that was cut with a cryostat.
(G) Detail of the cut surface for fixed neocortex from mouse that was cut with a Vibratome�.

step size between ablated layers. The evaluation of cutting. This autofluorescence is enhanced by illumina-
tion of the preparation near � � 750 nm (Xu et al., 1996).these cutting parameters relies primarily on TPLSM im-

aging of the cut block face at a range of magnifications. We observed formation of a crater at a minimum en-
ergy of 0.63 �J for a single pulse application with thisPoint Ablations

To establish the relationship between the energy of the array (Figures 3A and 3B), which corresponds to a flu-
ence of FT �3 J/cm2 at the focus for the parameters ofpulses and the spatial extent of the point ablations, we

systematically varied both the energy per pulse and the our beam at the threshold for ablation. The ablation
volume has a greater depth along the z axis than widthnumber of pulses to generate an array of ablation sites

in fixed neocortex from rat. The ablations took the form along the x and y axes (Figure 3B), consistent with a
simple model (see Appendix). Further, an increasedof small craters of graded sizes with the largest holes

made by 510 consecutive 5 �J pulses (Figure 3A). The number of laser pulses only weakly compensates for
lower pulse energies, i.e., by approximately 2-fold forbright border surrounding each hole stems from an in-

crease in autofluorescence that accompanies the laser 130 pulses (Figure 3A). Thus, cutting is most efficient,
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in terms of total energy expenditure, with one or few large-scale variations, but on the fine scale of 1 to 100
�m, the local roughness was �zvibratome

RMS � 1 �m. Thus, thepulses whose fluence lies above the threshold value.
This implies that the scan rate should be chosen to roughness of the optically ablated surface is similar to

that of surfaces that are cut frozen or unfrozen withinsure approximately one area of ablation per pulse. For
a 0.2 NA lens and the 1.2 kHz repetition rate of our traditional knives. We further conclude that the roughness

of a block face that is trimmed with amplified ultrashortamplifier (Experimental Procedures), the maximum scan
rate is limited to approximately 5 mm/s. Of interest, the laser pulses is well within the depth of imaging with

TPLSM, so that the two methods are compatible.threshold value of the fluence is in agreement with the
value of the threshold for laser ablation of bovine brain
tissue that was freshly dissected (Loesel et al., 1998) as Large-Scale Volume Ablation
well as for laser ablation of various glasses (Stuart et Although the extent of collateral heating is believed to
al., 1996). be negligible for ablations with ultrashort laser pulses
Line or Channel Ablations (Loesel et al., 1998), it was important to test if scaling
We next tested the fidelity with which lines could be cut up the volume of ablations in brain tissue preserves the
when fixed brain tissue is translated across a beam that imaging properties of the preparation. We considered
is focused at the surface of the tissue. The scale of the ablation of millimeter-sized slabs in fixed neocortical
these fine cuts is on the order of 2 �m in diameter, as tissue from rat (Figure 4A), for which we chose an axial
observed in cuts through Purkinje cell somata and nuclei step size of 20 �m. Sets of five consecutive ablation
that were endogenously labeled with cyan-emitting fluo- scans were performed to remove a slab of approxi-
rescent protein (CFP) and imaged at � � 850 nm (Figure mately 100 �m in total thickness. This process was re-
3C). The reproducibility of both the diameter and depth peated three times to form a staircase pattern of re-
of these cuts is illustrated by a parallel array of ten maining tissue. We observed that ablated tissue was
channels cut in fixed neocortical tissue (Figure 3D, top). readily cleared by the saline buffer, so that debris did
The corresponding troughs to each channel measure not accumulate or stick to the cut surfaces. At the mac-
approximately 6 �m to their deepest point (Figure 3D, roscopic level, the cut surfaces appeared flat, with
bottom). This sets the scale for the finest cuts that can sharply defined walls. A side view of similar cuts was
be made and also establishes the capacity to make obtained in tissue that was en block stained, after abla-
reproducible long channels in brain tissue. tion, with 5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein (Figure 4B).

The edges of these cuts appear smooth.
As a further test of the ability for laser ablation toSurface Roughness

reliably remove tissue from unfrozen brains, we testedThe roughness of the ablated surface formed by the
these methods with embryonic mouse brain. This tissueremoval of a plane of brain tissue was evaluated in order
is particularly difficult to section with traditional tech-to determine if TPLSM would be an effective imaging
niques, largely because of the low content of glia andtool with tissue that was prepared with ultrashort laser
connective tissue and the high content of fluid. Yet suchpulses. In particular, a sufficiently great roughness
tissue, with its relatively high transmission of light, ap-would detract from the advantages of TPLSM imaging.
pears to be ideally suited for the all-optical histologyLarge channels, several hundred microns in width, were
technique. We thus considered the large-scale ablationablated into fixed neocortex from mouse using an axial
and imaging of perfused and fixed mouse embryos asstep size, i.e., z step, of 10 �m and, as a conservative
early in development as E15. The embryos weremeasure, relatively high fluence. The surface of the ab-
mounted in agarose with the lateral surface of the headlated channel was stained with 5-hexadecanoylamino-
exposed. Multiple ablation passes at increasing axialfluorescein, a lipid soluble dye. Subsequently, the tissue
depth were performed until over 800 �m of tissue depthwas mechanically cut along a plane perpendicular to
was removed (Figure 4C). Despite the fragility of un-the length of the ablated channel. A short strip along
frozen embryonic brain tissue, the gross structure of thethe ablated surface was imaged at a wavelength of � �
brain and lateral ventricle appeared normal after large-800 nm and the variations in height were analyzed to
scale laser tissue removal.quantify the roughness of the surface (Figure 3E). We

estimated the root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of the
Test of Photo-Damageablated surface to be (n � 40 sections; see Experimental
Our strongest concern in the use of ultrashort laserProcedures):
pulses for histology was the retention of normal tissue

�zultrashort pulses
RMS � 1.1 � 0.1 �m (mean � SEM). properties in the adjacent, unablated regions. We evalu-

ated the collateral damage in the tissue immediately
For comparison, similarly fixed neocortical tissue from adjacent to the ablation with four metrics: (1) preserva-
mouse was equilibrated in 30% (w/v) sucrose, rapidly tion of physical integrity of the cell surface and cell
frozen, and cut with a cryostat (Figure 3F). An analysis organelles as assessed by application of fluorescent
of the surface roughness of a block face from which 10 probes; (2) preservation of antigenic response as as-
�m sections had been cut yielded sessed by immunostaining adrenergic projection sys-

tems in the neocortex; (3) the induction of increased�zcryostat
RMS � 0.8 � 0.1 �m.

autofluorescence in cortical tissue; and (4) the retention
of fluorescence in tissue from transgenic animals thatA final comparison was made with similarly fixed but

unfrozen tissue blocks that were faced off with a Vibra- expressed fluorescent proteins.
To test for integrity of cell surface membranes, laser-tome� (Figure 3G). Here, the surface exhibited some
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Figure 4. Demonstration of Large-Scale Tis-
sue Cutting in Adult and Embryonic Tissue

(A) Macroscopic images and accompanying
cartoons of three successive ablations in
fixed cortical tissue from rat. A coronal sec-
tion in the posterior part of one hemisphere
was prepared with a mounted knife. The laser
was focused onto the cut face with a 10�

magnification, 0.2 NA air objective. Single
passes, at a line-scan rate of 1.5 mm/s, were
made to optically ablate successive planes
at a depth of 20 �m each. The first cut re-
moved a 3 mm by 3 mm square to a depth
of 250 �m into the tissue. This was followed
by a second cut to remove a 2 mm by 2 mm
square to a depth of 350 �m and a third cut
to remove a 1.5 mm by 1.5 mm square to a
final depth of 470 �m. The energy per pulse
was 33 �J. The images were obtained with
bright-field microscopy.

(B) Side view of a double channel cut into fixed cortical tissue from mouse, prepared as in (A). The laser was focused onto the cut face with
a 20� magnification, 0.5 NA water objective, and single passes, at scan rates of 2 to 4 mm/s, were made to optically ablate successive planes
at a depth of 10 �m each. The first cut removed a 1 mm by 1 mm square to a depth of 200 �m, while the second removed a 0.5 mm by 0.5
mm square to a final depth of 360 �m. The energy per pulse was 7.5 �J. The cut squares were stained with 5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein,
then bisected with a knife and imaged on edge with TPLSM at � � 800 nm.
(C) Macroscopic images and accompanying cartoon of the head of an E15 embryo after a two-step ablation sequence. The laser was first
focused onto the tissue with a 10� magnification, 0.3 NA water objective, and single passes, at a scan rates of 4.0 mm/s, were made to
optically ablate successive planes at a depth of 50 �m each for a total depth of 550 �m below the original surface; the energy per pulse was
23 �J. The laser was then focused onto the tissue with a 20� magnification, 0.5 NA water objective, and single passes at the same scan rate
ablated successive planes at a depth of 10 �m each for an additional depth of 250 �m; the energy per pulse was 24 �J. Skin, bone, and
vasculature, as well as neuronal tissue, were cut.

ablated embryonic tissue was stained by the surface of protein antigenic reactivity and immunolocalization.
A measure of possible collateral damage was the anti-application of 5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein and

imaged with TPLSM along the same axis as used for genic response of tissue for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH),
an enzyme that is required for the synthesis of mono-the ablation (Figures 5A–5C). Under low magnification,

we observed that there was no distortion of the brain amine neurotransmitters such as dopamine and nor-
adrenaline. In the telencephalon, TH-containing fiberstopology, despite the prominent size of lateral ventricles

in embryos (Figure 5A). Examination at higher magnifica- form scattered and diffuse plexi of thin axons (Cooper
et al., 1996). We examined the survival of TH immunore-tion shows that a multitude of tissue types, including

skin, bone, and brain, have been cleanly cut (Figure 5B). activity immediately adjacent to an ablated surface after
a channel was cut with amplified ultrashort laser pulsesHigh-resolution images of the ventricular zone in the

lipid-stained material reveals chains of neurons whose whose fluence was well above threshold, as in Figure
4B. The brain was then equilibrated with sucrose toorientation and shape are consistent with those from

preparations of embryonic mouse cortex that have been allow for sectioning on a freezing-sliding microtome in
a plane that was oriented perpendicular to the ablatedfrozen or hardened in embedding media for conven-

tional histological sectioning (Figure 5C; Levitt et al., surface. Free-floating sections were then stained with
antibodies for TH, which were visualized as a dark reac-1981; Rakic, 1972; Takahashi et al., 1995).

The application of acridine orange to laser-ablated tion product. At low magnification, the dense immuno-
staining persists without decrement near the ablationmouse cortex, imaged at � � 800 nm, was observed to

stain nucleic acids in both cell cytoplasm and nucleus surface (Figure 5G). Furthermore, the TH fibers that
course dorsal to the corpus callosum could be seen, at(Figures 5D–5F). High-resolution images of the ventricu-

lar zone show examples of condensed chromosomes high magnification, to extend out into the edge of the
laser-ablated brain tissue with tissue from rodents thatand dividing cells with clear metaphase plates in evi-

dence (asterisk in Figure 5F). These features are consis- were either perfusion fixed (Figure 5H) or exsanguinated
without fixation (Figure 5I). Note that the surface of thetent with the known cell division that takes place at the

base of the ventricular zone in mammalian cortex during brain that was not laser ablated has a similar appearance
to that of the laser-ablated cut surface (Figure 5G). Thisits neurogenesis (Takahashi et al., 1995). These data

demonstrate that all-optical histology is a tool to ablate post hoc analysis shows that antigenicity and therefore
protein conformation, at least for the TH antigen, is re-and image the embryonic brain with diffraction-limited

spatial resolution, as collateral damage from the ablation tained in tissue after laser ablation.
process does not markedly distort brain structure down
to the level of chromosomes. Endogenous Fluorescence and Wavelength Selection

We consider the possibility of laser-induced increase in
autofluorescence, as this could limit the detection ofAssay for Immunoreactivity

Given the labile nature of protein, it was important to fluorescent labels from endogenous fluorophores in
transgenic animals. Specifically, we used animals thattest if optical histology is compatible with preservation
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Figure 5. Preservation of Cellular Integrity as
Assayed with Labels of Subcellular Struc-
tures

(A–C) Images from the head of an E15 em-
bryo, in which the laser was focused onto the
tissue with a 20� magnification, 0.5 NA water
objective, and single passes at a scan rate
of 4.0 mm/s were used to ablate successive
planes at a depth of 10 �m; the energy per
pulse was 24 �J. The cut surface of the tissue
was stained with the fluorescent lipid analog
5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein, and opti-
cal sections were taken with TPLSM at � �

800 nm. The successive panels show single
sections with increasing magnification, as
outlined by the white boxes. Note that the
cell somata are unstained (C). The asterisk
points to a cell in the ventricular zone (C) that
has recently undergone division.
(D–F) Tissue from a second embryonic
mouse, prepared identically to that in (A) to
(C), was stained with the water-soluble nu-
cleic acid dye acridine orange and optical
sections were taken with TPLSM at � � 800
nm. The successive panels show single sec-
tions with increasing magnifications. The as-
terisk points to a cell in the ventricular zone
(F) that is undergoing division.
(G) Immunoreactivity near an optically cut
surface in fixed neuronal tissue. The laser was
focused onto the cut face of the tissue with
a 20� magnification, 0.5 NA water objective,
and single passes, at a line-scan rate of 4.0
mm/s, were made to optically ablate succes-
sive planes at a depth of 10 �m each. The
channel had a final depth of 370 �m. The
energy per pulse was 2.2 �J. After completion
of the optical cutting, the tissue was frozen,
physically sectioned on a sliding microtome
at a thickness of 25 �m, immunostained with
anti-tyrosine hydroxylase, and visualized with
DAB. The tissue was imaged under bright-
field microscopy. The brown regions corre-
spond to immunostained axons and cell
bodies.
(H) Tissue prepared and stained similarly to
that in (G) but imaged at high magnification
under Nomarski optics to illustrate the cutting
of individual axons (*).
(I) Immunoreactivity near an optically cut sur-
face in fresh neuronal tissue. Conditions for
cutting were the same as in (G), except that
the tissue was cut at a scan rate of 2.0 mm/s
and the energy per pulse was 23.3 �J. Note
the dark reaction product close to the cut
surface.

expressed yellow cameleon 3.0, a fusion protein that vasculature can be visualized down to a depth of ap-
proximately 150 �m below the ablated surface (Figurecontains cyan-emitting fluorescent protein (CFP) as one

constituent, in the walls of the cortical vasculature (Ex- 6B). Thus, the increase in autofluorescence close to the
ablated surface does not impede imaging deep into theperimental Procedures). Our sample consisted of fixed

tissue from neocortex of the transgenic animals in which tissue since this potential problem is circumvented by
imaging with wavelengths of 850 nm or longer.a 100 �m wide channel was ablated. The direction of

the imaging beam paralleled that used for the ablation; The observation of significant autofluorescence near
� � 750 nm is consistent with the increased short-wave-we present maximum projections normal to the beam

path in order to assess the induction of autofluores- length absorption by molecules such as nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NADH) (Figure 6C). As showncence near the ablated surface. When imaged at � �

750 nm, a relatively high level of autofluorescence is above (Figures 6A and 6B), absorption by this and other
molecules that are involved in cell energetics (Xu etseen in tissue that lies within 20 �m of the ablated sur-

face (Figure 6A). When imaged at � � 850 nm, labeled al., 1996) may be circumvented by imaging at longer
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direction over a lateral extent of 200 �m. Each iteration
of imaging comprised a total depth of approximately
110 �m, of which 60 �m represented new information
and 50 �m represented overlap with prior images as a
means to cross-check alignment. The image stacks are
displayed as a maximal projection in the coronal direc-
tion (Figure 7A). The stacks from 24 iterations of cutting
and imaging were overlaid and merged to generate a
three-dimensional matrix of intensity values that extend
the full depth of neocortex (Figure 7A). The maximal
projection of this matrix allows visualization of fine struc-
tures, which are highlighted with the contrast inverted
(Figure 7B) and compares favorably with the published
coronal images (cf. Figure 7B with Figure 7E of Feng et
al., 2000).

Next, to demonstrate the volumetric reconstruction of
extended microscopic structures, we performed serial
ablation and imaging of the fixed neocortex of CFP
transgenic mice in which the neocortical vasculature in a
medial region of parietal cortex expresses CFP (Figures
8A–8D). Each stack of images comprised a total thick-
ness of approximately 200 �m, and stacks from four
iterations of cutting and imaging were overlaid to gener-Figure 6. Wavelength Selection for Imaging into Ablated Tissue
ate a three-dimensional matrix of intensity values. TheThe laser was focused onto the cut face of fixed cortical tissue from
raw image data was band-pass filtered and processeda CFP-transgenic mouse with a 20� magnification, 0.5 NA water
with standard imaging processing routines to extractobjective, and single passes, at a line-scan rate of 4.0 mm/s, were

made to optically ablate successive planes at a depth of 10 �m the edges of the walls (Experimental Procedures). This
each. The channel had a final depth of 170 �m. The energy per process defines a reconstructed volume of the underly-
pulse was 2.2 �J. ing vasculature that can be rendered by ray-casting and
(A) The optical sections were obtained with TPLSM at � � 750 nm.

rotated for optimal viewing (Figure 8E). The tortuousThis wavelength excites a high level of background autofluores-
architecture of the vasculature is similar to that seencence.
with latex casts (Harrison et al., 2002; Motti et al., 1986).(B) The sections obtained with the longer wavelength, � � 850 nm,

which excites the CFP label and a much lower level of autofluores- Further, the volume of the vasculature can be quantified
cence. The labeled vasculature is now apparent. from the reconstruction. For this data set (Figure 8),
(C) Two-photon action spectra of selected fluorophores that are we estimate that the volume fraction of the vasculature
relevant for the imaging of brain tissue. The spectrum for NADH

relative to the rest of the brain is 6% � 1%. This valvecontributes to tissue autofluorescence (Xu et al., 1996), the spectrum
includes the vessel lumen and walls.for fluorescein corresponds to that for the lipid analog 5-hexadeca-

noylamino-fluorescein (Xu and Webb, 1996), the spectrum for acri-
dine orange bound to DNA corresponds to the nucleic acid stain Discussion
(Bestvater et al., 2002) and has uncalibrated units, and the spectra
for CFP and YFP correspond to labels in the transgenic mice (Tsai

We have demonstrated the use of amplified ultrashortet al., 2002).
laser pulses with fluences from approximately 6 to 600
J/cm2 to precisely ablate fresh and fixed neuronal tissue
from adult (Figures 3–8) and embryonic (Figures 4 andwavelengths. This suggests the utility of cell-specific

labeling with the endogenous fluorescent proteins CFP, 5) animals. In combination with established labeling pro-
cedures (Figure 1), two-photon laser scanning micros-for which the two-photon absorption has a broad peak

between � � 820 and 880 nm, and yellow-emitting fluo- copy (Figure 2), and volumetric reconstruction tech-
niques (Figure 9), the ablation process comprises a setrescent protein (YFP), for which the two-photon absorp-

tion peaks near � � 950 nm (Figure 6C). Practical consid- of tools required for the all-optical analysis, reconstruc-
tion, and quantification of neuronal (Figure 7) and vascu-erations, which include the decrease in power from the

Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator at long wavelengths and the lar structures (Figure 8). The use of laser light to perform
both physical sectioning and optical imaging constitutesdecreased transmission of common objectives at long

wavelengths, suggested the utility of an excitation wave- a novel methodology that obviates the need to freeze
or embed tissue and register cut sections, and thus islength of � � 920 nm for YFP in our apparatus.
conducive to the complete automation of histology. Of
particular importance, the ability to readily and reliablyIterative Volumetric Reconstruction

We now turn, by means of two examples, to the core process embryonic tissue is critical for the study of ge-
netic mutations that produce nonviable animals.issue of three-dimensional reconstructions of labeled

tissue (Figure 1). In the first example, we performed The present work shares elements with two recent
technologies in neuroanatomy. The first is the demon-serial ablation and imaging of the fixed neocortex of

transgenic mice in which infragranular projection neu- stration of successive cutting and imaging as a means
to form atlases of the human brain (Rauschning, 1986;rons selectively expressed YFP (Feng et al., 2000). Opti-

cal imaging and ablation was performed in the radial Toga et al., 1994). In this procedure, the entire head is
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Figure 7. Optical Cutting, Optical Sectioning, and Maximal Projection to Show Labeled Neurons in Neocortex in Mouse Neocortical Tissue

(A) Iterative processing of a block of neocortex of a YFP labeled transgenic mouse. Twenty-four successive cutting and imaging cycles are
shown. The laser was focused onto the cut face with a 20� magnification, 0.5 NA water objective, and single passes, at a scan rate of 4 mm/s,
were made to optically ablate successive planes at a depth of 10 �m each with total thicknesses between 40 and 70 �m per cut. The energy
per pulse was maintained at 8 �J. Each stack of images represents a maximal side projection of all accumulated optical sections obtained
using TPLSM at � � 920 nm. The sharp breaks in the images shown in successive panels demarcate the cut boundaries.
(B) Maximal side projection through the complete stack with the breaks removed by smoothly merging overlapped regions. The contrast is
inverted to emphasize the fine labeling.
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Figure 8. Optical Cutting, Optical Sectioning,
and Volumetric Reconstruction of Labeled
Vasculature in Mouse Neocortical Tissue

(A–D) Serial reconstruction of vasculature in
a block of neocortex of a CFP-labeled trans-
genic mouse. Four successive cutting and
imaging cycles are shown. The laser was fo-
cused onto the cut face with a 20� magnifica-
tion, 0.5 NA water objective, and single pas-
ses, at a scan rate of 0.5 mm/s, were made
to optically ablate successive planes at a
depth of 10 �m each with total thicknesses
of 70 �m per cut. The energy per pulse varied
from 0.4 to 1.7 �J. Each stack of images in
(A) through (D) represents a maximal side pro-
jection of all accumulated optical sections
obtained using TPLSM at � � 850 nm. The
sharp breaks in the images shown in succes-
sive panels demarcate the cut boundaries.
(E) A volume rendering of the vasculature at
the same azimuthal angle but rotated by 44�

along their vertical axis. The raw data in (D)
was processed by the numerical algorithm
illustrated in Figure 9.

frozen and a heavy blade is used to section through Tissue Fidelity
We observed that cutting with microjoule laser pulsesbone and soft tissue. The newly cut surface is imaged

under reflected light; the contrast between different led to clean cuts of axons (Figure 5H). There was an
overall root-mean-square surface roughness of approxi-brain regions originates from differences in the distribu-

tion of cell sizes and myelination. While the resolution mately 1 �m (Figure 3E), which is close to that obtained
with frozen tissue cut in a cryostat (Figure 3F). Further,is limited, i.e., typically 100 � 100 � 50 �m3 voxels

are recorded, it exceeds that of magnetic resonance despite potential photo-bleaching and photo-damage
by the high-intensity laser pulses, i.e., �1014 W/cm2 atimaging (Toga et al., 1997). By comparison with the

present technique, frozen tissue has limited optical pen- the focus, both antigenic recognition (Figures 5G–5I) and
the fluorescence of endogenous fluorescent proteinsetration depth, so that only sections directly at a cut

surface may be recorded. Further, the surface may con- (Figures 6B, 7, and 8A–8D) were retained by the tissue
to within 10 �m of the ablated region. Additionally, bothtain microscopic defects formed by the action of the

blade. By comparison, all-optical histology permits dif- stain penetration and imaging through the ablated sur-
face were resilient to the ablation process.fraction-limited images to be obtained throughout the

entire extent of the brain, i.e., approximately Vfocus � The relative lack of photo-damage may be understood
in terms of the low duty cycle of the amplified laser0.5 � 0.5 � 1.0 �m3 voxels, albeit at the cost of more

complex machinery. light source and the relatively small number of quanta
absorbed outside the ablated volume. A calculation sim-A second related technology in neuroanatomy is the

microdissection of small regions of tissue, or even single ilar to that used to determine the volume ablated on
each pulse (see Appendix) suggests that the absorptioncells, with laser light (Eltoum et al., 2002). These methods

are being rapidly adopted as a means to identify gene of fluorophores only within 10 to 30 microns of the ab-
lated region is saturated by the laser pulse. Given thatexpression patterns on the cellular level by application

of, for example, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain the pulse width of 100 fs is far less than a typical excited-
state lifetime of 1 ns, fluorophores near the cut are likelyreaction (RTPCR) methods on small numbers of cells

that are identified and selectively laser microdissected to absorb less than 100 quanta as the beam scans
through the tissue.from previously sectioned and stained tissues. The all-

optical histology methods may offer a complementary
approach to laser microdissection methods, in that the Process Time

We used the measured value of the single-shot thresh-tissue of interest could be left intact as the surrounding
tissue is removed in a preparation that would not have old fluence in a calculation based on a Gaussian beam

approximation to estimate the maximum possible abla-been previously conventionally sectioned and slide-
mounted. tion rate. For an optimized amplifier that will deliver at
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Figure 9. Numerical Processing of Stacks of TPLSM Optical Sections to Form Three-Dimensional Images

(A) A single optical section through the neocortical vasculture of a CFP-labeled transgenic mouse. The lateral resolution is 0.49 �m per pixel.
(B) The same section after low-pass filtering by convolution with a uniform 5 � 5 pixel kernel.
(C) The section after high-pass filtering. An intermediate, low-pass filtered image was constructed by convolving the raw image with a uniform
81 � 81 pixel kernel, and this intermediate image was subtracted from the image in (B).
(D) The section after filtering by a nonlinear gain operation.
(E) The section after two passes of median filtering with a 5 � 5 pixel kernel to remove isolated processed pixels with nonzero values.
(F) Line scans through the level indicated by the arrows in (A). The upper traces in the top box have been offset by 50 pixels while that in the
lower box was offset by 256 pixels. Note how the peaks in the signal at the vessel walls are sharpened, and the noise suppressed, between
the scans through raw (A) and processed (B–E) sections.

least 10 �J per pulse of energy at the focus of the ing of ablated tissue surfaces with directly labeled anti-
bodies and the use of a kinematic mount to repositionobjective and which operates at a 20 kHz repetition rate

(Backus et al., 2001), the typical volume ablation rate is tissue between the imaging and ablation steps. An alter-
native approach involves the in vivo delivery of geneti-expected to be 0.02 mm3/s. This is consistent with and

about 50 times faster than the maximum rate in the cally engineered antibody fragments, such as minibod-
ies and diabodies (Hu et al., 1996; Wu and Yazaki, 2000),present work, for which we used amplifiers with 1.0 and

1.2 kHz repetition rates. The image acquisition rate is as a means to selectively identify specific cell surface
receptors. Contrast with these labels depends on thetypically much less than the ablation rate, i.e., one Vfocus

in 0.5 �s, or 0.0005 mm3/s with the �1 kHz scanners in excretion of antibodies fragments that are unbound in
addition to the avidity of the fragments. It is temptingthe present work. However, with commercially available

resonant scanners that operate at 20 kHz, one can to speculate that this technology, currently in use in
oncology studies, could provide a means for high-reso-achieve one Vfocus in 0.02 �s, or an imaging rate of

0.01 mm3/s. The volume of an adult mouse brain is Vbrain lution imaging of expression of cell surface molecules
throughout the brain.�400 mm3 (Franklin and Paxinos, 1997), so that �18 hr

would be required to process an entire mouse brain with The ability to localize mRNA or DNA with hybridization
probes in the context of our all-optical histology proce-an optimized system and fluorophores that are suffi-

ciently bright to achieve a reasonable signal-to-noise dure is problematic with current conventional methods
of in situ hybridization. However, the burgeoning inven-ratio in a 0.02 �s pixel dwell time. For completeness,

we note that this generates Vbrain/Vfocus � 2 terabytes of tory of transgenic animals that express fluorescently
tagged gene products, or coexpress fluorescent pro-uncompressed digital data per marker per mouse brain.
teins with specific gene products, may well justify the
utility of the present approach to whole brain histology.

Extensions
We have demonstrated the use of our procedure with

Experimental Procedures
image contrast provided by water-soluble stains of nu-
clear material or the use of intrinsically labeled tissue.
An untested extension of the current procedure is the

Tissue Preparation
visualization of molecules with bound antibodies to Adult Tissue
allow high-resolution mapping of protein expression in Adult animals of both sexes, including Sprague-Dawley rats, NIH

Swiss mice, and transgenic mice (see below), were perfused withthe brain. One approach could be offline immunostain-
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phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for the generation of fresh tissue. emerge from the amplifier are approximately 120 fs in duration with
an energy of up to 400 �J and have a smooth spatial profile.The typical perfusion volumes were 0.5 ml per gram animal and flow

rates were 20 ml/min. The extracted brain was maintained in an Polarization optics are used to bring both the amplified, ablation
beam and the unamplified, imaging beam into the same microscope.artificial cerebral spinal fluid (Kleinfeld and Delaney, 1996) that was

chilled to �7�C and was used immediately for the ablation and A polarizing beamsplitter cube is inserted between the tube lens
and objective in the microscope at an orientation that allows theimaging procedure. For the case of fixed tissue, the PBS perfusion

was immediately followed by a second perfusion with 4% (w/v) imaging beam to pass through (Figure 2C). The ablation beam pas-
ses through a halfwave plate to make its polarization orthogonal toparaformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. The extracted brain was stored in

4% PFA in PBS for postfixation. Blocking of the tissue was done the imaging beam and is directed off of the polarizer and aligned
to be collinear with the imaging beam. The energy of the amplifiedwith a mounted razor blade.

Neonatal Tissue laser pulses is controlled with neutral density filters. A pair of tele-
scopes located before the microscope controls the size and diver-Tissue from day E14 to E15 mouse pups was obtained from pregnant

mice that were sacrificed with pentobarbital (50 mg per g mouse). gence of both the imaging and ablating beams. Fine adjustment of
these telescopes and the alignment allows the focus of the imagingThe uteri were removed to an ice-cold solution of PBS and individual

mice were dissected, transcardially perfused with PBS followed by and ablation beams to be made coincident. The ablation beam
typically overfills the back aperture of the objective, while the im-4% PFA in PBS, and stored in fixative prior to photo-ablation.

Transgenic Mice aging beam just fills the aperture.
CuttingNeuronal architecture was imaged in mouse strain B6.Cg-TgN(thy1-

YFPH)2Jrs (Feng et al., 2000), a transgenic animal with a mosaic All tissue ablations, with the exception of the fine channels in cortical
tissue shown in Figure 3D, were carried out in an aqueous environ-expression of YFP in central neurons (No. 003782, The Jackson

Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME). Cortical vasculature was imaged in a ment. Fixed tissue ablations were carried out under a 1 to 3 mm
layer of PBS that maintained the moisture of the tissue sample and,novel strain of transgenic mice that expressed the fluorescent chi-

meric protein, yellow cameleon 3.0 (YC-3.0). Yellow cameleon 3.0 for the case of water-immersion objectives, formed a continuous
layer with the lens. Hydrolysis bubbles, a byproduct of ablation inis a tandem fusion of an enchanced cyan-emitting mutant of the

green fluorescent protein, a mutant calmodulin, the calmodulin bind- aqueous media (Noack et al., 1998; Schaffer et al., 2002), were
removed by routinely breaking and reforming the aqueous contacting peptide M13, and an enhanced yellow-emitting green fluorescent

protein (Miyawaki et al., 1997). The mutation of the calmodulin tuned with the objective. All cutting was at room temperature. In contrast,
for fresh tissue the ablations were carried out in ACSF and main-the Ca2� affinity of cameleon to be a sensitive indicator of free Ca2�

concentrations in the vicinity of 1 �M. We formed transgenic mice tained between 7�C and 10�C by chilled-water heat-exchange.
Lastly, for the single case of nonaqueous ablation (Figure 3D), thethat express YC-3.0 by the introduction of the gene that encodes

YC-3.0, along with the 	 actin and cytomegalovirus promoters. The tissue was maintained at high humidity by partially enclosing the
ablation chamber and purging it with air that was humidified throughfounders of the line were the hybrid mouse strain C57Bl/6J. We

observed mosaic expression of the fluorescent proteins in a manner an aqueous bubbling chamber.
Ablation involved gating the amplified laser pulses onto the sam-that was consistent across multiple animals and generations. For

the present work, we exploit the preferential labeling of vasculature ple and translating the sample underneath the objective. Positioning
was controlled by an X-Y computer-driven motorized translationin the neocortex and Purkinje cells in the cerebellum.
stage (no. 1035LT-DC2/E1000AS with Unidex 11 controller, Aero-
tech, Pittsburgh, PA). In some cases, for increased ablation overlap,

Ablation Techniques ablation channels were laterally interlaced between axial planes.
Source Axial translation of the focus was achieved by moving the microme-
Optimization studies (Figures 3 to 6) were carried out with separate ter-mounted objective holder along a vertically mounted rail.
facilities for ablation and imaging. The ablation set-up was based
on a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier of local design that produced Visualization
100 fs duration, 800 nm wavelength pulses with up to 300 �J energy Staining
at a 1.2 kHz repetition rate (Salin et al., 1991). The pulse energy Subsequent to ablation, tissues were stained either with the lipid
that was delivered to the sample was controlled with the serial analog 5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein (no. 23,547-4, Aldrich) to
combination of a halfwave plate and polarizing, thin-film beam visualize the cell membranes or with the nucleic acid stain acridine
splitters. A two-lens telescope was used to adjust the diameter of orange (no. H-110, Molecular Probes) to emphasize the somata.
the beam so that it overfilled the back aperture of the objective. The 5-hexadecanoylamino-fluorescein was prepared as a 50 �M
Final pulse energies are reported for the focus of the objective. solution in 1% (v/v) ethanol in ACSF solution. The stain was bath

Tissue reconstruction studies (Figures 7 and 8) were carried out applied for 3 min followed by 4 to 5 brief washes with PBS. The
in a composite facility (Figure 2C). A commercially available Ti:Sap- acridine orange was prepared as a 100 �M solution in 0.1% (v/v)
phire femtosecond laser oscillator (Mira 900-F pumped by a Verdi HCl in deionized water. This stain was also bath applied for 3 min
V10, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) that provides the pulses used followed by 5 brief washes with PBS.
for two-photon fluorescence imaging is also used to generate seed Imaging
pulses that are amplified to higher energy for the ablation. A pulse Optical sectioning of all samples was performed with an upright
picker, based on a pair of crossed polarizers with a Pockel’s cell two-photon laser scanning microscope of local design (Tsai et al.,
between them, currently selects one out of every 76,000 pulses for 2002). We used a 40� magnification, 0.80 NA water immersion ob-
amplification to form a 1 kHz pulse train. jective (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY) to obtain all data, with the

The amplifier is of local design and is based on the chirped-pulse exception of the high-magnification embryonic image (Figure 5F),
technique (Backus et al., 1998; Strickland and Mourou, 1985). Briefly, for which we used a 100� magnification, 1.0 NA water immersion
seed pulses are first stretched over time using a dispersive delay objective (Olympus America, Inc., Melville, NY). Software control of
device based on a grating and telescope. This stretcher is of an all- the microscope and data acquisition utilized code that was written
reflective design and increases the duration of the pulses from 120 in LabView� (National Instruments, Austin, TX). An ablation appara-
fs to approximately 100 ps. These stretched pulses are then directed tus has been incorporated into the microscope, as shown schemati-
to a three-mirror ring-shaped Ti:Sapphire multipass amplifier cally in Figure 2C. This scheme allows for the iterative processing
(Backus et al., 1997, 2001). The amplifier crystal is pumped at 1 kHz of tissue while maintaining absolute tissue coordinates. For practical
with 11 mJ, 532 nm pulses from a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser reasons, samples used for the optimization studies (Figures 3–6)
(Corona, Coherent, Inc.). The seed pulses pass through the pumped were placed in a kinematic mount and moved between ablation and
region of the crystal eight times and extract energy in each pass. imaging set-ups that were separated by 10 m.
The pulses are then sent through a spatial filter and directed to a
dual grating compressor where the dispersion added to the pulse Immunostaining
in the stretcher, as well as the dispersion caused by propagation In preparation for immunostaining, photo-ablated tissue was stored

in fixative and then cryoprotected with 30% (w/v) sucrose in phos-through the optics in the amplifier, is removed. The pulses that
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phate buffer. The tissue was sectioned on a freezing sliding micro- pixels set to zero. The fourth and final step was to apply a double
median filter, using a 5 � 5 square kernel of pixels, as a means totome along a saggital plane that ran perpendicular to the optically

cut surface. The sample thickness was 25 �m. smooth edges, fill small voids, i.e., areas of low pixel value sur-
rounded by larger areas of high pixel value, and remove isolatedThe tissue sections were incubated for 2 days at room tempera-

ture in primary antibody directed against tyrosine hydroxylase bright spots, i.e., small areas of nonzero values (Figures 9E and 9F).
For volumetric realization, the processed image stack was rendered(1:1000 dilution) (AB151, Chemicon, Temecula, CA) in antibody dilu-

ent comprised of 5% (v/v) serum (S1000, Vector Laboratories, Burl- with the use of a ray-casting algorithm (XVOLUME, Interactive Dis-
play Language, Research Systems Inc., CO).ingame, CA), 1% (v/v) triton X-100 detergent (T-8787, Sigma), and

0.1% (w/v) sodium azide. After 5 washes in PBS, the sections were The volume fraction associated with the reconstructed vascula-
ture (Figure 8E) was estimated from the processed stack of sectionstransferred to biotinylated peroxidase-conjugated secondary anti-

body (1:1000 dilution) (BA-1000; Vector Laboratories) in antibody with the assumption that bright voxels are associated with blood
vessel walls. We applied a threshold to each voxel to create a binarydiluent for 2 hr. Sections were again washed and next transferred to

an avidin-biotin solution (PK-6100; Vector Laboratories). The bound image that indicated the likely locations of the vessel walls. We then
filled all voids, i.e., areas that are completely surrounded by vesselcomplex was visualized with diaminobenzodine (SK-4100; Vector

Laboratories). The sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slides, walls. The resulting processed image indicates both vessel walls
and interior, from which we compute the fraction of voxels that aredehydrated through graded alcohols into xylenes, and cover-slipped

with DPX synthetic resin mounting media (36029F, Gallard-Schle- associated with blood vessels and blood.
singer, Garden City Long Island).

Appendix
Determination of Surface Smoothness

We can estimate the volume of the ablated material in terms of theThe analysis of surface smoothness (Figures 3E–3G) was carried
energy of the incident pulses and a phenomenological value forout on tissue samples that were physically sectioned with either
the threshold fluence of ablation (Figures 3A and 3B). Noting fromultrashort laser pulses, a Vibratome� (System 1000 with no. 121-4
standard texts (Yariv, 1985) that the intensity for a Gaussian beamblade, Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA), or a cryostat (Jung FrigoCut
that propagates along the z axis, I(r, z, t), can be written in the form2800E, Leica Microsystems Heidelberg, Gemany, with C-profile

knife from Microm, Walldorf, Germany). The sectioned surface was
then stained by bath application of the lipid analog 5-hexadecanoyl- l(r,z,t) � 2� P(t)


w2(z)�e�2r2/w2(z),
amino-fluorescein, as described above, and transected with a
mounted razor blade along a plane perpendicular to the sectioned

where P(t) is the power, w(z) is the radius of the beam, and the
surface. The tissue was then mounted so that TPLSM could be used

energy per pulse is
to acquire optical sections that included successive scans through
the razor cut surface. We typically acquired scans in 0.5 �m axial

E � �
∞

�∞

dt �
∞

0

rdr �



�


d� l(r,0,t).intervals throughout a depth 50 �m into the tissue.
We focused on square regions, typically 200 � 200 pixels in size,

that were centered on the laser-cut surface. The data were pro- The relevant parameterization for cutting is the fluence,
cessed to extract a cross-section of the physical cut, from which
we estimated the root-mean-square (RMS) variation in the height F(r,z) � �

∞

�∞

dt l(r,z,t) � 2 � E

w2(z)�e�2r2/w2(z).

of the cut. Our processing involved three steps: First, the data were
low-pass filtered by convolution with a 3 � 3 pixel kernel. Second,

The dependence of the fluence on the axial distance z is simplifiedwe fit step functions to each of 200 lines of pixels that passed
for the paraxial approximation, valid for NA  n where n is thethrough the cut. The high and low values of the step were defined
index of refraction (n � 1.3 for saline), i.e.,as the median values of the tissue fluorescence versus unlabeled

void, respectively. The position of the steps defined the height varia-
tions of the physical step along a 200 pixel line. Finally, the standard w(z) � w0�1 � �NA

n
z

w0
�2

,
deviation was calculated from these variations, and the results for
all sections were compiled together to generate a single standard

for which w0 � �/(
NA) is the radius of a diffraction limited spot atdeviation value, denoted �zRMS.
the focus. We denote the threshold value of the fluence at the focus
as FT. The extent of the ablated region along the z axis, denoted zT,

Volume Reconstruction is found from FT � 2[E/[
w2(zT)], for which
Individual optical sections (Figure 9A) were filtered to suppress noise
and enhance contrast. The intensities of the separate sections were

zT � w0 � n
NA�√� � 1,then normalized to permit volumetric operations. Our filtration in-

volved four steps. First, the background noise, which was approxi-
mately white and Gaussian, was effectively suppressed by low-pass

where � � (2E)/(
w2
0FT) is the normalized energy per pulse and abla-filtering. We chose a 5 � 5 pixel (0.49 �m/pixel) square averaging

tion requires � � 1. The ablation volume with the focal plane at thekernel that was convolved with the data in each section, and we
surface of the tissue is given byused reflecting boundaries to minimize edge effects (Figures 9B and

9F). Second, the nonuniformity within each section was corrected
V � �

0

�ZT

dz 
r2(z)by high-pass filtering (Figures 9C and 9F). This operation involved
subtraction of a heavily low-pass filtered version of the section, i.e.,
81 � 81 pixel averaging kernel with reflecting boundaries, from the
unfiltered data. Third, normalization of the data, along with suppres- �




2 � n
NA�w3

0 �
XT

0

dx (1 � x2) ln �1 � x2
T

1 � x2�,
sion of the noise, was accomplished by a nonlinear mapping of the
form

where r(z) is the radius for which the fluence of the beam equals FT,
and we inverted the expression for F(r,z) and normalized the in-
tegration variable, with XT � √� � 1. Although the integral can bex ← �

0 if x � �

G
(x � �)
max(x)

if � � x  � � G�1 max(x),

1 if x � G � �

done exactly, extrapolation beyond the threshold fluence is appro-
priate only for small values of xT or, equivalently, for � close to 1.
We find

where x is the value of the pixel, � is the noise level (� � 5 for our
8-bit data), and G is a gain factor (G � 4.0 for the present data sets) V →

��1
�
9� � n

NA�w3
0 (� � 1)3/2,

(Figures 9D and 9F). The resulting images have a large portion of
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which corresponds to an ellipsoidal crater of height zT and radius D.R. (1993). Precise ablation of skin with reduced collateral damage
using the femtosecond-pulsed, terawatt titanium-sapphire laser.
Arch. Dermatol. 129, 989–993.rT � w0√(� � 1)/6, with zT/rT � √6 � n

NA� � 6 to 16
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